
Rectangular: 8.87 oz

Rectangular: 10 oz

Sharing Size has a zipper that
must be cut off. 10.6 oz

Rectangular: 9 oz

Candy Treat Zipper Pouches

Supply List
Candy Bag
• Bring two candy bags if you wish - just in case.
• Do not open the bag before class. You will be cutting out a portion of the bag in class. 
• Select a bag that will provide a piece 7" wide x 4" high. This piece will be the part of the

candy bag ncorporated into the front of your zipper pouch

Types and Sizes of Candy Bags
• This information is meant as a guide to finding a candy bag that will work easily for this

project. 
• Pay attention not only to the shape, but also the weight.



Larger Rectangular: Snack Size
11.3 oz Larger Rectangular: 10.2 oz

Fabric
G Quilting weight cotton. 
G You’ll need either a fat quarter or quarter of a yard. 
G Select a fabric that shows off the candy bag. 
G For example, a near solid that picks up a color from the bag.

Batting
G Warm and Natural or similar cotton batting.
G Approximately 24" x 10".

Fabric Prep
G Starch (do not use Terial Magic) and press.

Embroidery Machine
G Power Cord
G Embroidery Foot
G USB Stick

Embroidery Hoop
G The design is 6" wide x 7" high.
G Bring a hoop that accommodates this size design. A bit larger is OK. 
G Stick Water Soluble Wonder Tape to the bottom of the inner hoop. (If you’ve never done this

before, you can do this in class.

Stabilizer
G Cut-away mesh stabilizer large enough to fit securely in your hoop.
G For example, Floriani No-Show Nylon Mesh Stabilizer (not fusible)

Needles and Thread
G Denim needle 80/12 (please check your supplies for this needle)
G Embroidery thread (you’ll be using one color and this thread will be visible in the stippling

on the candy bag)
G A bobbin wound with this embroidery thread.



Notions and Tools
G Small Cutting Mat (smaller than 24" x 36")
G Rotary ruler (a 12.5" long ruler is all you need)
G Rotary Cutter
G Heat n Bond Fusible Vinyl (in stock for you)
G Flat head thumb tacks
G 12"-14" polyester or nylon zipper (color to coordinate with the candy bag/fabric.
G Embroidery tape 
G Iron and pressing pad (a steam iron is not necessary)
G Teflon pressing sheet.

Do Not Open the Candy Bag Before Class!


